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Hr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: 

We appreciate the oppbrtunity to discuss with the Committee 

our views on improving development coordination. Cur comments 

and views are based upon the results of a broad study of the 

development coordination issue. While the study is not complete, 

we have reached some preliminary conclusions which are relevant 

to the consideration of the administration's proposal for the 

creation of an International Development Cooperation Adnini- 

stration (IUCA). Our presentation will address four areas. 

--key changes in the past decade that affect 

the character of the problem of coordinating 

policies and prog’rans bearing upon the development 

of developing countries: 



--deficiencies in the present system of coordi- 

nation centered on the Development Coordination 

Committee (DCC) ; 

--the adequacy of the IITA proposal for dealing 

with the changed character of the coordination 

problem and with the deficiencies in present 

arrangements; 

--some recommendations for change that could 

strengthen the prospects for IJX?,‘s success. 

Since much of our analysis is quite critical, it should 

be made clear at the outset that we approach the reorgani- 

zation proposal in a spirit of constructive criticism. We think 

that the development coordination function is important. We 

believe that reorganization is called for. However, we believe 

that a stronger reorganization proFosa1 is essential. 

The Changing Environment of 
Development Coordination 

The past decade or so has witnessed three changes with 

major inFlications for the nature of the development coordi- 

nation problem and for how that problem can best be tackled. 

First is the shift in emphasis in the aid program from bilateral 

to multilateral assistance. Since multilateral programs are 

necessarily less subject to U.S. influence, this change has 

increased the problems of maintaining reasonable consistency 

and mutual reinforcement among foreign aid programs. There 
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are such problems not only between bilateral and multilateral 

programs, but also among the multilateral programs themselves. 

This kind of coordination is obviously much more difficult to 

accomplish than the coordination of V.E. bilateral programs. 

A second change has been a relative shift in the U.S. 

bilateral aid program away from a country program focus toward 

a more project-oriented focus. The declining size of the 

development assistance program; the kew rirections approach 

to foreign aid with its emphasis upon certain functional 

areas of activity; and the adoption of a basic human needs 

development strategy with its focus upon small-scale projects 

have all contributed to this shift. Meanwhile, partly because 

of this shift and partly.because of the implementation of 

a 1970 recommendation that AIC place greater reliance upon 

the multilateral institutions for country programming, the 

capability of AIE for macroeconomic analysis of country programs 

has also declined. Eut we live in a world of nation states 

in which coordinated development Flanning is done at the national 

level. It is much easier to coordinate aid prograns and other 

development activities around country prograns than to attempt 

to coordinate a series of relatively discrete, disparate 

projects . 

A third major change in the past decade has been the 

increasing importance of nonaid resources as a source of 

support for development. The growing importance of trade 
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to the develoI:nent of less tieveloped countries \::a,~, fcr 

example, highlighted in t1:e last ?-cl-16 I:ank annual YeFort. 

U.S. policies relating to trade, investment, and other foreign 

economic issues affecting development have traditionally been 

made in forums in which relatively little attention is paid 

to such development dimensions. 

1:eficiencies of tkle Present System 
of Uevelopment Coordination 

The Fresent system of coordination is centered in the 

Ceveloynent Coordination Committee which was created by 

statute in 1?73 to advise the President on coordination of 

U.S. policies and programs affecting the develoFDent of 

developing ccuntries, including Frograms of bilateral and 

multilateral assistance. It is an interdepartmental body 

under the chairmanship of the AII‘ Administrator. 

Although the Fresent staff of the Uevelopnent Coordina- 

tion Committee has labored valiantly to improve the operation 

of the present system of development coordination centered 

in that cor(r:,ittee and its subconnittees, the system has 

several serious deficiencies. In our broad study of the 

olzeration of the FCC, we t:ave identified a number of specific 

problems. Eere we shall focus on three broad, fundamental 

problens. 

The first is that the coordination responsibility is 

lodged in AIT: which admini sters one of the developnent programs 
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that are to be coordinated. The Chairnan of the KC has been 

the AIT: Administrator and the staff of the KC has been located 

in AIL‘. AII: is not viewed as a neutral “honest broker” by other 

agencies, but rather a party at interest Fith its own parti- 

cular set of perspectives and concerns. 

The second problem has been that, to coordinate effectively, 

the developnent coordinator nust have more status and authority 

than has been accorded in recent years to the Administrator of 

AIL. Agencies do not like to be coordinated. Coordination 

involves interference in what they cons.ider to be “their” 

business. The coordinator should therefore have substantial 

authority to override narrow agency interests, subject only 

to a relatively rarely used right by otl-,er participants to 

take inportant disputes to the President. Khen Governor 

I-iarrinan coordinated aid programs in the early 1950’s and 

Under Secretary of State Pillon did so in the late 1950’s, 

they had such authority. The AII' Achinistrator, as Chairman 

of the KC, has not had such authority. In fact, when tk,e 

r.cc was reorganized last Fay, that reorganization did not 

touch existing program responsibilities or upset existing 

power and influence relationships. 

A third major difficulty with the present system of 

coordination is that it’is nuch better organized for inter- 

agency coordination than it is for coordination anong pro- 

grams. As we have already suggested, a central feature of 
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the coordination problem is the coordination of bilateral 

with multilateral programs. Yet, each of the ccc subcon- 

mittees and the FCC staff is organized around prograns-- 

the multilateral bank programs, the AIC program, F.L. 460, 

and the like. The focus is upon review of projects and 

policies relating to each of those programs, rather than upon 

cross-program review. Gf course, the presence of PII? repre- 

sentatives in the multilateral assistance subcommittee may, 

for example , promote some incidental coordination of programs, 

but that is not the central emphasis. 

The only major efforts to coordinate among programs have 

been the KC's multiyear country papers, of which three had 

been corq:leted by April 1; and the ;nncal assistance pclicy 

statement iihich concentrated this year on the cuestion of 

aid levels. This orientation of the TCC seems to be based 

upon the fact noted earlier - that the P:ay lS78 reorganization 

of the ICC preserved existing agency jurisdictions. The con- 

mittees have continued to be chaired and staffed by the agencies 

that Slave had responsibility for the programs in question. 

Since the new CCC arrangements have been in effect for 

less than a ye&r, it would be premature to offer a definitive 

judgment upon them. Nonetheless, we have found that, while 

there have been some improvements in the operations of some 

of the committees brought under the CCC umbrella, those 
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inprovenents have generally had nore to do with the leader- 

ship of particular connittees than with the fact that they 

are now a part of the DCC structure. For exanple, we have 

found that the types of issues nost often raised in the dis- 

cussion of nultilateral bank projects in the XC's Kor-king 

Group on kultilateral Assistance did not differ significantly 

fron the types of issues that had been raised in the l;ast 

in the Kational Advisory Council's Staff Connittee when it 

review-ed such projects. In the c ase of both bodies, the rnafor 

emphasis was upon the financial aspects of development 

Frojects. Such questions tend to be the major concern of 

Treasury. Cie also found that Treasury continued to be the 

dor.linant participant in the disccssions, as it had been under 

the E:AC. The degree of ATI? participation did not chahge and 

was very nuch less than that of Treasury. 

Coes IJXA Offer Frospects for 
Inproving Coordination? 

It is not easy to connent on the IPCF proposal because, 

while a reorgani zztion plan has been subnitted to Congress, a 

nunber of questions remain unresolved. 1.:onetheless, 0~ the 

basis of the plan, the President's message, and other docu- 

ments, it is possible to offer some broad judgments. 

The first question th‘at we shall address is whether 

INCA deals with the deficiencies of the present coordination 

system as we have identified them. A nost important purpose 
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Of the plEI7 iF to separate the coordination function fror 

AID; to establish II\CA as an “honest broker.” The adnini- 

stration’s plan, however, will not fully accomplish this 

separation. XGCA will have responsibility for budget and 

policy related to P.S. participation in certain United Eations 

and CAS organi za tions concerned wi th development. Fowever, 

the bulk of its responsibilities will be for bilateral programs 

and AIL’ will be its largest constituent agency. 

At thi s time the intended lines of division between AIT 

and IKE are also quite unclear. Although we understand that 

it is the intention that the IITF Ilirector will stay out of 

day-to-day AIL decision-making, the temptations for him to 

become involved could be considereble. Faced by the inevitable 

frustrations of attempting to coordinate development activities 

with 1 ini ted power, he may find running a major development 

prograri nor-e satisfying. As the senior official responsible 

for the bilateral aid program, he will very probably be looked 

to by Congress as the nbjor defender of the Air progran on 

Capi tcl Bill. 

P f ins1 problem in the separetior, of ICCA from A.IT. 

derives from the fact that the reorganization plan is to be 

implemented within existing personnel ceilings. It is 

anticipated, as we understand it, that most of the personnel 

slots, but not necessarily the individuals who will fill 
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those slots, will come from &II:. IKI! will depend heavily 

for its success cn the ability an6 knowledgeability of IrCP 

personnel. Since no najor functions are to be transferred 

from other agencies, the Frincipal source of such personnel 

bill necessarily be km. In sum, we see the objective of 

separating IPCP. fron AII: as a highly desirable one, but are 

somek;hat uncertain as to how far the reorganization I;lan 

will go toward achieving this result. 

Kill the creation of ICCA significantly enhance the 

power and influence of the development coordinator? Khen the 

administration considered the reorganization issue it had 

before it several different options which varied with respect 

to the scope of the procjrans included and the degree of inte- 

Gratior, that was contenplated. It night have opted for an 

IDCA which included all of the key developnent Frograns and 

which would have invclved a relatively high degree of integra- 

tion, as was generally contenplated in a reorganization pro- 

posal prepared in AIF. Or it night have decided for an orgen- 

ization of very limited scope, but relatively high integration- 

an option s.or.le called a “Little IPCP..” Finally, consideration 

was given to the po ssibility of a development coordinator 

whose scope would have extended to all major developnent 

programs, but whose authority over those programs would have 

been limited to budget and broad policy responsibility. Instead, 



the President opted for an IIXP of quite low scope and low 

integration. This choice offered the least prospect of creating 

a stronger developnent coordinator. 

What instruments of influence are available to the ICCA 

Erector to influence both bilateral and multilateral develop- 

ment policies and programs? He will have budget and policy 

authority over the constituent elements of ICCA--AIP, specified 

international organization activities, and the proposed Institute 

for Technological Cooperation. Although the Overseas Private 

Investment Corportation will be a component of IDCA, its policies 

and budget will be set by its own board. However, the Cirector 

of IIXA would provide a linkage with CFIC through his membership 

on the CPIC board. Since basic P.IP legislative and Fxecutive 

Crder authorities will be delegated to II?CA for redelegation 

as appropriate to AIF, it appears that IPCA will have rather 

more authority over AID than over any of the other components. 

The President's message states that the IIXA Cirector 

will also prepare a "comprehensive foreign assistance budget" 

for submission to the Cffice of Management and Fudget, after 

consultation with the Secretary of State. As we understand 

it, the ICCA Eirector's role with respect to non-IIXF budgets 

will be only to comment upon agency budget submissions to the 

Office of Management and Budget and to the President. Be 

will also defend the overall foreign assistance budget before 

the Congress. This arrangement obviously provides him some 
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opportunity to influence non-IIXA budget decisions while 

leaving basic budget authority in the responsible agencies 

and CUP. 

The existing Presidential directive on the ICC and the 

President’s reorganization message require the Pirector of 

ILCP, as the new Chairman of the LCC, to prepare an annual 

aid policy statement designed to integrate the different 

types of aid and non-aid policies affecting developing 

countries. In effect, this statement is intended to be b 

kind of annual development strategy statement. The state- 

ment is to be reviewed by the Policy ??eview Committee of the 

1lE.C and approved by the Fresident. Some see this responsibil- 

ity as an important potent,ial source of authority for IlTCA, 

providing it with a yardstic,k against which agency perfornance 

can be measured and through which agency policies end programs ’ 

can be coordinated. However, much prior government experience 

with interdepartmental efforts to develop general strategy 

statements of various sorts suggests that. it will be difficult 

to obtain agreenent on ir statement that will provide meaningful 

guidance on particular issues. Interagency differences tend 

to Froduce lowest-common-denominator statements subject to 

a variety of interpretations, despite the best intentions. 

We would not argue.against preparation of such compre- 

hensive policy statements. The process of preparing them 

-- 
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can have important values in forcing busy officials to 

think more broadly about their activities and in promoting 

the mutual education of those involved in the process. 

Eloreover, at those relatively rare moments of basic change 

in developclent policy--for example, at the tine of the 

decision in favor of basic human needs strategy--such 

statenents can also provide a broad orientation for policies 

and programs. What we are arguing here, however, is that 

supervision of their preparation and implementation is 

unlikely to offer major leverage to the ICCA Isirector. 
to 

The ICPA Lirector's authority/recommend appointnent and 

removal of top officials in the ICCA's component agencies, 

L;ill, of course, give hin .sor;e significant authority \,ithin 

IKCA, provided his actions are, in fact, free of outside inter- 

vention. 

The IECA Pirector, like the AII' I'irector before hin, 

is to be naned principal international development adviser 

to the President and the Secretary of State. Some see this 

Presidential connection as a key source of IPCA authority. 

The United States undoubtedly has major econonic and geopolitical 

interests in the developing world which are of concern to 

Presidents. Eut foreign aid issues per me are not generally 

matters of high policy and questions of development policy 

and developnent coordination are even less likely to find 
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a place on the crowded presidential agenda. The Presidential 

connection is, therefore, unlikely to strengthen significantly 

the power of the IlXA Erector. 

The creation of IIXA in itself k.511 do little to increase 

the focus upon inter-program coordination. CIne approach to 

this problem would be to develop sectoral policy papers 

designed to provide guidance for both U.S. bilateral programs 

and U.S. participation in multilateral programs. AIC offi- 

cials have suggested the possible desirability of across-the- 

board policies on such subjects as environment, population, 

rural development, renewable energy and education. Cf course, 

it should be recognized that policies applied to nultilateral 

programs night very well have to be different from those applied 

to bilateral prograns. The point of preparing such papers 

would not be the insistence on a kind of “foolish consistency” 

among all programs, but rather the develapment of well-thought- 

out strategies that consider relationships between programs. 

Eeveloping such papers and strengthening the multiyear country 

papers will require more staff effort and, therefore, does 

potentially, run afoul of the President’s decision to 

reorganize within existing personnel ceilings. 

Finally, in this critique of IPCA, we shall turn more 

briefly to the question’ of whether the new organization offers 

greater promise than present arrangements for dealing with the 
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three chhanges in the setting within which coordination takes 

place. The fir5.t change we identified was the growing 

importance of multilateral aid. The issue of who should 

manage U.S. participation in the multilateral development 

banks has been at the heart of the debate over reorganization, 

both because the coordination of multilateral bank and bilateral 

programs presents the major coordination guestions and because 

only some transfer of authority over the banks appears to 

offer much 1:rospect for enhancing the authority of the 

development coordinator. 

The IKE. proposal makes two changes which seem to us 

to offer marginal prospects for improvement. The first is 

the fact that the Secretary of the Treasury o!ill consult Fith 

the ICCA rirector in the selection of U.S. Executive Pirectors 

and feputy Pirectors of the multilateral development banks. 

If an understanding were to develop between the two officials 

that, for exanple, either the Executive Director or the Deputy 

Executive Pirector would be from. INCA, that could be zn important 

change, even though Treasury retained authority to instruct 

the Executive Cirectors. It \;ould enhance communication and 

the flow of information between ICCA and the banks. We are 

not aware, however, of any such intent. 

A second change affecting the U.S. role in the banks is 

that the Cirector of IDCA will be required to provide 

advice to the U.S. Executive Pirectors of the banks on bank 
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policies and Frograr.is, whereas the AIl? Adninistrator has had 

authority to provide such advice, but is not reqcired to do 

so. That this change could provide a larger and higher quality 

flow of advice is suggested by experience tiith L.atin American 

prograns. The Assistant Adninistrator of PII? for L,atin 

knerica and the Caribbean has directed that priority attention 

be given to multilateral bank projects within his bureau. He 

also created a small coordination staff to ensure that the 

bureau nakes an input into the project review process. As a 

consequence, both the quantity and quality of conments on 

Latin Anerican projects are generally conceded to be superior 

to those produced by other bureaus. 

To inpose a general requirement for connent upon IIXR 

could, th,erefore, have similar effects for other areas. It 

should be noted, however, that the anount and quality of infor- 

nation on project planning which is available through the 

Inter-American Levelopnent Eank is better than for the other 

banks. Noreover, the basic fact renains that it is Treasury 

that instructs the U.S. representatives to the banks. This 

assignment of responsibility for nanagerr;ent of participation 

in the Eanks to Treasury or the Finance Finistry, while comnon, 

is by no means universal among industrial countries. In a number 

of countries the development agency plays a larger role. 

The creation of IPCA has no direct relevance, positive or 

negative, to the need to develop a greater capability for macro 
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analysis of country programs as the basis for nore adequate 

judgments on AIP and bank projects. AIT: has, under the Carter 

Administration, made some progress in this direction, altering 

its own organization to enphasi ze the regional over the func- 

tional bureaus. A major need seems to be the reconstitution 

of the U.S. capability for macro analysis of national economies 

and national development plans. The personnel ceiling imposed 

by the President in connection with his ICCA decision may 

adversely affect the prospects for recruiting the requisite 

talents. 

The reorganization plan, taken by itself, makes no signifi- 

cant changes in the capability of the development coordinator 

to ensure priority attention to the development dimensions of 

non-aid economic decision making. On this question the charter 

of the IPCA Pirector is basically the sane as the charter 

of the Chairman of the KC. The problem in this area is essen- 

tially one of the adequate access to the relevant decision 

processes and adequate attention to IlXA's views. Access and 

influence are a function of power and information. The 

reorganization, as we have argued, increases the coordinator's 

power only marginally. Eecruitment of some first-rate 

staff with specialized knowledge in trade, commodity issues 

and the like could enhance the influence of development con- 

siderations in administration debates on foreign economic 
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policy. Experience suggests that progress on this Froblem 

will be an uphill battle under the best of circumstances. 

To sum up, it seems quite evident that the reorganiza- 

tion plan by itself i s likely to effect only relatively marginal 

improvements in the authority and in the instruments available 

to the development coordinator. In these circumstances, the 

quality of the IPCA firector and staff will be more than 

usually critical to the success of the enterprise. Their 

legitimacy and influence will have to be built to a significant 

extent on their demonstration of exceptional competence. 

P?onetheless, the creation of IIXA would provide a new opportunity 

with some new people to attempt what is, admittedly, a difficult 

task. Ke therefore support the reoganization plan provided 

that the hand of the IFCA Pi,rector is stengthened. Fe turn 

finally to some recommendations along those lines. 

Recommendations 

Eecause GPC's study of the problem is not yet complete, 

our recommendations must be viewed as very tentative. They 

are intended more to suggest possibilities for action than 

to offer exact prescriptions. We expect eventually to have 

several specific recommendations for improvement of the IIXA 

operation if the plan is approved. Here we will concentrate 

primarily upon possibilities for strengthening the plan. 

The question of responsibility for the multilateral 

development banks is clearly central to the whole effort to 

.- 
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improve coordination. It is an issue for which it is diffi- 

cult to find a solution that preserves Treasury's proper role, 

but which also provides a meaningful increase in the role of 

the development coordinator. As a minimum proposal, we would 

suggest that consideration be given to making the U.f. L'eputy 

Executive IZirector of each of the banks an IDCA representative. 

In this role, the deputy could be both an adviser to the 

Executive Cirector and a channel of communications in both 

directions between the Executive Cirector's office, IKE, and 

AII). 

One of the most promising potentials of the ICCA proposal 

is that, unlike the foreign assistance legislation of 1973 which 

created the KC, it appears to rely much less upon conmittees 

to achieve coordination and'much more upon the IPCA rirector 

and a knowledgeable staff; While committees are an inescapable 

coordination device, the coordination function is much more 

likely to be effectively performed if it is based in an activist 

staff which attempts to relate to, and influence, ongoing 

decision Frocesses of all kinds. For a variety of reasons, 

already mentioned and some others as well, we believe that 

it would be desirable if the administration would lift somewhat 

its personnel ceiling. 

Effective coordination is very likely to require 

more, rather than less, staff. Moreover, the imposition of 

the personnel ceiling means, as suggested earlier, that the 
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largest part of the IrCA staff will very probably be drawn 

from AIC. To do that will tend to defeat a major purpose of 

creating IIXA --separation of the coordination function from 

one of the principal agencies to be coordinated and establish- 

ment of ICCA's role as an honest broker. The payoff in 

increased efficiency and effectiveness from coordination 

comes, not from personnel savings, but from greater mutual 

reenforcenent between and among programs and increased con- 

sistency in policy and programs. 

We believe that the position of the ICCF Pirector could 

be strengthened if he controlled a contingency fund of signifi- 

cant magnitude. We are aware that Congress has been reluctant 

in recent years to provide a larger foreign aid contingency 

fund. Such a fund, however, would not necessarily involve 

any increase in foreign aid totals and could enhance the abil- 

ity of ttie ILCA rirector to respond to legitimate international 

political needs for foreign aid, without subordinating develop- 

ment goals to foreign policy requirements. It could also 

enhance his ability to exploit unexpected opportunities to 

relate IJ.5. aid efforts to multilateral efforts, giving him 

some potential leverage over both. 

To conclude, the late Senator Humphrey and Congressman 

Zablocki opened a very useful debate when they introduced 

last year a bill to consolidate responsibility for development 
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activities. We are rather disappointed in the outcone of 

that debate as represented by the Administration's reorganiz- 

tion proposal. However, we believe that, with an effort to 

find ways to strengthen the hand of the IFCA Director, the 

proposal could be made workable and that IIXP could nake an 

important contribution to improved development coordination. 




